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Note by the Executive Secretary 

1. The Executive Secretary is circulating herewith, for the information of participants in the first 

meeting of the Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to the Nagoya Protocol, a 

document on implementing the Nagoya Protocol in Microbiology and the Transparent User-friendly 

System of Transfer prepared by the World Federation for Culture Collections (WFCC).  

2. The document is being circulated in the form and language in which it was received by the 

Secretariat. 

                                                      
* UNEP/CBD/NP/COP-MOP/1/1. 
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Implementing the Nagoya Protocol in microbiology  

Gaining trust, building TRUST 

 

Note of the World Federation for Culture Collections 

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

The World Federation of Culture Collections (WFCC) has introduced a monitoring and tracking 

system for the utilisation of microbial genetic resources. This is the Global Catalogue of 

Microorganisms. It implements key provisions of the Nagoya Protocol and provides required 

transparency, legal certainty while lowering transaction costs and reducing administrative and 

governance burdens. This innovation is supported by a suite of supporting tools grouped into 

TRUST; namely, the MOSAICC code of conduct, MOSAICS integrated conveyance system, a 

‘microbial commons’ material exchange concept and NIEMA, a system implementing this 

concept of "microbial commons” within Asia.   
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

1. Since the infancy of microbiology, scientists have struggled to ensure long-term ex situ 

conservation of living microbial material and enable their sustainable use. This specialised work, essential 

for microbiological research, is performed by culture collections. Culture Collections are infrastructures 

specialised in long term conservation of microbial resources and management of related data and 

information. Their mission is to provide facilitated access to technically and legally fit-for-use 

microbiological resources of consistent quality and related data. These facilities, hosted in private or 

public research institutions, are established all around the world and most of them are registered in the 

World Data Centre for Micro-organisms (WDCM) of the World Federation for Culture Collections (WFCC). 

 

2. The new EU Regulation on ABS recognizes the important role of culture collections, as well as 

other ex situ conservation facilities such as botanical gardens and museums. It does this through its 

inclusion of the concept of "registered collections". These are collections accredited against specified 

criteria and thus trusted sources for legally sound biological raw material.   

 

3. Culture collections themselves have also taken several initiatives to translate the ABS principles 

into practice. The outcomes of these initiatives comprise a set of coherent and complementary tools to 

implement the ABS concept:  

- The Global Catalogue of Microorganisms (GCM), the data management system, the backbone of a global 

system linking the microbial genetic resources to all kind of related data (see annex 1). 

The flow of information generated by GCM will be connected to the ABS Clearing House 

Mechanism via machine-processed link (see annex 2).  
 
- The TRUST guidelines providing for administrative and technical procedures. GCM and TRUST 

constitute the general management system facilitating access to microbial genetic resources (see 

annex 3). TRUST combines the Code of Conduct MOSAICC (Micro-organisms Sustainable use and 

Access regulation International Code of Conduct) and the MOSAICS Integrated Conveyance System.  
 
- The design of “microbial commons”1 for the exchange of (micro) biological material which would 

provide basic common use principles for access to both material and information.  

                                                      
1 This development is complementary to national regulations on ABS and to existing IPR laws, as it will constitute a demarcated 

space where material and information are relatively freely accessible provided that the outputs are injected back into this open 

space, to be shared again. Inside this space access and benefit-sharing are “commonly shared”. Outside this demarcated space, 

access and benefit-sharing will be ruled through ordinary national and international laws, including IPR and specific CBD 

http://www.wdcm.org/
http://www.wfcc.info/
http://gcm.wfcc.info/
http://bccm.belspo.be/projects
http://bccm.belspo.be/projects/mosaicc
http://bccm.belspo.be/projects/mosaics
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- The NIEMA system is implementing this concept of "microbial commons" within the Asian 

Consortium for the Conservation and Sustainable Use of Microbial Resources (ACM). (see annex 4)  
 
- The innovative concept of “bundle of rights”2.  

 

Although most have been developed before the Nagoya Protocol, these tools have been reviewed and 

refined to be relevant solutions for microbiologists implementing the Access and Benefit Sharing concept. 

The World Federation for Culture Collections and its members work towards the development of a global 

system incorporating these developments, combining adapted legal concepts and bioinformatics.  

 

  

II. GAINING TRUST, BUILDING TRUST 

 

4.  TRUST stands for TRansparent User-friendly System of Transfer. It aims at managing the 

incidence of the CBD and Nagoya Protocol on the scientific, technical and administrative activities of 

culture collections and, more generally, incorporating the Nagoya Protocol into the daily life of 

microbiologists.  

 

5.  Several institutions specialized in microbiology, including culture collections, have decided to 

join forces. Because trust is a prerequisite for lasting cooperation in science and for socio-economic 

development and because trust can be attained partly through a transparent system of transfer of microbial 

material, they have decided to coordinate their efforts, to build TRUST, literally and practically. They are 

aiming at adjusting their tools to each other and at providing a cost-efficient, simple, fast and multiple 

users - multiple purposes global system. 

 

6. Through the World Data Centre for Micro-organisms (WDCM) 3  databases system and the 

assignment of Globally Unique Identifiers (GUIDs) specific to microbial items, WFCC contributes to 

building a transparent, safe and sustainable handling system of ex situ microbial diversity worldwide. A 

major programme has been launched by WDCM under the aegis of WFCC: the Global Catalogue of 

Micro-organisms (GCM). GCM is a powerful scientific tool as well as a way to build safe, ethical and 

socio-economically balanced ABS processes at global level.  

 

                                                                                                                                                                            
inspired regulations. A practical development similar to this model is the NIEMA system. 
See http://www.thecommonsjournal.org/index.php/ijc/article/view/215/144  

2  The innovative concept of “bundle of rights” is a dynamic model of ownership management moving away from the 

static concept of ownership towards a flexible allotment of rights. Ownership constitutes a “bundle” of use and decision rights 

that are attributed to a number of stakeholders / economic agents. It is a set of operational and collective choice rights defining 

respectively who decides upon the use that one can make of a resource, and who decides upon the future exercise of the rights 

on the resource. Such scheme allows multi-ownership of a gradual level of use and decision rights. These rights can begin with 

basic access rights, encompassing research delivering outputs to the public domain, distribution on to third parties, exploitation 

rights to develop intellectual property and its ownership which may include reach through rights. The application of the “bundle 

of rights” makes possible the enforcement of the “sovereign rights of States over their natural resources” without prejudice to 

private rights. Unambiguous allotment of rights in advance will facilitate rightful benefit sharing “at the end of the 

pipe”.Dedeurwaerdere Tom. Understanding ownership in the knowledge economy: the concept of the bundle of rights. BCCM 

News Edition 18 - Autumn 2005.   

3 WFCC has developed a pioneering database system by registering its members through a unique acronym and numerical 

identifier in its official directory. It also helps its members to catalogue their microbiological resources. This system is managed 

by the World Data Centre for Micro-organisms (WDCM).  Combining the WDCM system and the use of electronic markers 

called “Globally Unique Identifiers (GUIDs)” set up a robust system to organise transfers of (micro) biological items, tracking 

the flow of resources and related information. This system also facilitates the application of ABS since it can potentially retrieve 

all kinds of information about microbiological resources, including information related to the location and movements of the 

resource. The WDCM portal acts as an information broker between all online catalogue entries of the culture collections. See 

http://www.wdcm.org  and   http://bccm.belspo.be/documents/files/projects/mosaics/ics_report.pdf 

http://www.thecommonsjournal.org/index.php/ijc/article/view/215/144
http://www.wdcm.org/
http://bccm.belspo.be/documents/files/projects/mosaics/ics_report.pdf
http://www.wdcm.org/
http://bccm.belspo.be/documents/files/projects/mosaics/ics_report.pdf
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7. TRUST is a modular system having as backbone the Global Catalogue of Microorganisms and 

making use of the expertise gained by MOSAICC, MOSAICS, and other initiatives. The TRUST system 

comprises four elements:  

 

i. Updated MOSAICC features with administrative workflows adapted to the structure of the 

Nagoya Protocol and improved in light of past experience. The flow of information will be 

connected to the ABS Clearing House Mechanism4  via a machine-processed link from a 

defined IRCC5-CHM field to a defined IRCC-GCM field (see annex 2).  

 

ii. Refined Material Accession Agreement (MAA) and Material Transfer Agreement (MTA) 

models with standardized definitions. When considering the concept of "registered collections" as 

defined by the EU regulation implementing the Nagoya Protocol, culture collections community 

has responded by developing an efficient information and material handling strategy to deal with 

administrative handling of transfers of material, especially the compulsory Prior Informed 

Consent. Thus the concept of registered collections as future trusted sources for ABS-compliant 

genetic resources is imbedded into the culture collections community at the outset.  Consequently 

it is of primary importance that: 

a. Every microbial genetic resource "entering" a collection is covered by a PIC obtained at the 

time of its isolation from in situ conditions or after corrective administrative action. 

b. Every microbial genetic resource having entered a collection with the appropriate initial PIC 

may be distributed, accompanied by the original PIC, without any additional PIC procedure 

set by the country of origin or the country of use.  
 
iii. An automated powerful integrated data management and processing system able to provide 

for any information related to microbial material: the ground breaking Global Catalogue of 

Microorganisms (GCM). The CGM provides users with the ability to trace the possession, 

location, transmission and use of uniquely-identified microbial strains, including country of 

origin, existence of PIC and MAT, the creation of derived patents and all associated scientific 

publications. This system already includes more than 60 collections from more than 30 countries 

and information on nearly 290.000 strains from 41.000 species. 

 

iv. Cooperative structure wherein culture collections  

a. make use of the latest ICT technology to develop the necessary identification and tracking 

system, primarily for scientific purposes but also for any other bona fide ends. 

b. conduct and facilitate research in genomics and functional genomics, thus develop capacities 

of storage and processing of genomic, transcriptomic and metabolomic information. These 

compiled data improve definite characterization of microbial resources. 

c. conduct their efforts in networks, in conformity with NP provisions on Technology Transfer, 

collaboration and cooperation. 

 

III. Conclusion 

 
8. The best way to achieve ABS with effective socio-economic benefits is to build on existing 

procedures, to make the appropriate linkages between the various actors, and provide for the necessary 

incentives to the users so that ABS is effectively more beneficial to all and does not require coercive 

measures or penalties. 

 

                                                      
4 http://absch.cbd.int 

5 Internationally Recognised Certificate of Compliance 

http://absch.cbd.int/
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9. Conducted increasingly in networks, and in conformity with the Nagoya Protocol provisions on 

technology transfer, collaboration and cooperation, the efforts of the culture collections community are 

already bearing fruits via GCM. It sets up a global network of trusted microbiological resources centers.  

These efforts foster cumulative research by linking scientific publication, microbial material and data via 

referencing of microbial strains through the use of GUIDs such as strain number.  This integrated 

information platform also contributes to bio-economy by facilitating production of added value and socio-

economic profit out of microbiological material that can be traced back to its original provider. 

 

10. The TRUST programme and the complementary initiatives are executed with the voluntary 

contribution of experts and the participation of other invited contributors. It is based on a major pioneering 

development in biological diversity management: the Global Catalogue of Microorganisms, backbone of 

efficient exploration, conservation and exploitation of microbiological diversity and, from a broader 

perspective, an essential ICT part in microbiology. 

 

11. These developments made in the microbiological field can be adapted to other fields of research, 

also enhancing interdisciplinary study of biological diversity. They are aiming at providing a cost-

efficient, simple, fast and multiple users - multiple purposes global system.  

__________________________________________ 
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ANNEX 1 

 
Global catalogue of microorganisms (GCM): a comprehensive database and information retrieval, analysis, 
and visualization system for microbial resources 
 
The increasing demands on culture collections for authenticated, reliable biological material and associated 
information have paralleled the growth of biotechnology. 
 
In the WFCC guidelines, it is pointed out that collections should publish online or printed catalogue to disseminate 
information of strains to promote scientific and industrial usage of holdings.  
 
However, according to the statistics, only one-sixth of collections registered in CCINFO have their online 
catalogue, which greatly hinders the visibility and hence the accessibility of strains.  
 
The World Data Centre for Microorganisms has constructed a data management system and a global catalogue to 
help organize, unveil and explore the data resources of its member collections.  
 
The WFCC Global Catalogue of Microorganisms (GCM) is expected to be a robust, reliable and user-friendly 
system to help culture collections to manage, disseminate and share the information related to their holdings. It 
also provides a uniform interface for the scientific and industrial communities to access the comprehensive 
microbial resource information. The development of specific softwares started with the straininfo.net initiative, 
now further extended in GCM. 

http://www.wfcc.info/ccinfo/
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Abstract 
 

Background:  Throughout the long history of industrial and academic research, many microbes have been isolated, 

characterized and preserved (whenever possible) in culture collections. With the steady accumulation in observational data of 

biodiversity as well as microbial sequencing data, bio-resource centers have to function as data and information repositories to 

serve academia, industry, and regulators on behalf of and for the general public. Hence, the World Data Centre for 

Microorganisms (WDCM) started to take its responsibility for constructing an effective information environment that would 

promote and sustain microbial research data activities, and bridge the gaps currently present within and outside the microbiology 

communities. 

Description: Strain catalogue information was collected from collections by online submission. We developed tools for 

automatic extraction of strain numbers and species names from various sources, including Genbank, Pubmed, and SwissProt. 

These new tools connect strain catalogue information with the corresponding nucleotide and protein sequences, as well as to 

genome sequence and references citing a particular strain. All information has been processed and compiled in order to create 

a comprehensive database of microbial resources, and was named Global Catalogue of Microorganisms (GCM). The current 

version of GCM contains information of over 273,933 strains, which includes 

43,436 bacterial, fungal and archaea species from 52 collections in 25 countries and regions. 

A number of online analysis and statistical tools have been integrated, together with advanced search functions, which should 

greatly facilitate the exploration of the content of GCM. 

Conclusion: A comprehensive dynamic database of microbial resources has been created, which unveils the resources 

preserved in culture collections especially for those whose informatics infrastructures are still under development, which should 

foster cumulative research, facilitating the activities of microbiologists world-wide, who work in both public and industrial 

research centres. This database is available from http://gcm.wfcc.info. 
 

Keywords: Microbial resources, Data management, Data sharing 
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Background 

Microbial culture  collections  play an important and es- 

sential role in collecting, maintaining,  and distributing 

quality assured living microbial strains. The Word 

Federation  for Culture  Collections  (WFCC) is a Multi- 

disciplinary   Commission  of  the  International  Union 

of Biological Sciences  (IUBS) and  a Federation  within 

the International Union of Microbiological Societies 

(IUMS).The  WFCC  promotes the  interests  of culture 

collections,  develops  shared  resources,  and  organizes 

the  International  Conference   on  Culture   Collections 

every  three   years.  As  one  of  its  longstanding  activi 

ties,  the  WFCC   participated  in  the  development  of 

the WFCC World Data Centre for Microorganisms 

(WDCM)  in the  late  1960s [1]. With  additional  input 

from the United Nations Educational, Scientific and 

Cultural Organization Microbial Resources Centers 

(MIRCEN) project,  the WDCM  was maintained as the 

WFCC-MIRCEN  WDCM  and become  accessible as an 

internet page in 1997. The  WDCM  serves as the  data 

center of the WFCC and provides an important in- 

formation  resource for all microbiological  activities. 

Additionally, the WDCM  acts as a coordination center 

for  data   activities  among   WFCC   members.   As  one 

of the main databases in WDCM, CCINFO (Culture 

Collection INFOrmation database) lists 652 culture 

collections  from  70 countries maintain  more  than  1.9 

million strains. (http://www.wfcc.info/ccinfo/, accessed 

12/3/2013). 

Increasing demands on culture collections for au- 

thenticated, reliable biological material and associated 

information were accompanied by the growth of bio- 

technology and basic science. The WFCC guidelines 

recommend that  every  collection  publish  an  online  or 

printed  catalogue regularly, both to disseminate  informa- 

tion  about  strains  and  to  promote scientific  and  indus- 

trial usage of materials  held in their  collection.  However, 

according  to the available statistics,  fewer than  one-sixth 

of collections  registered  in CCINFO  post their  catalogue 

online  and  this  greatly  hinders  the  visibility and  hence 

the  accessibility  of  strains  in  these  collections  without 

public electronic  catalogs. 

To help all collections  establish an online  catalog, the 

WDCM   has  constructed  a  data  management  system 

and  a  global  catalogue  to  organize,  make  public,  and 

explore  the  data  resources   of  its  member   collections. 

This data management system, called the WFCC Global 

Catalogue   of  Microorganisms  (GCM)   is  a   scalable, 

reliable,  dynamic  and  user-friendly   system  that  helps 

culture collections manage, disseminate and share the 

information  related  to  their  holdings.  It  also  provides a 

uniform interface for the scientific and industrial 

communities to access the comprehensive microbial 

resource  information. 

Construction and content 

Data 

sources 

The  Global  Catalogue  of  Microorganisms  database   

con- tains information from a variety of sources: 

 
 Information  provided by culture  collection staff 

 Data from public data sources such as the US 

National Library of Medicine (PubMed) and the 

Patent database 

 Links to external databases 

 Tools for bioinformatics  analysis including a search 

engine to enhance  exploration  of GCM data. 

 
By the  end  of August  2013, the  GCM  contains  strain 

information from  52 collections  (Table  1) located  in 25 

different  countries and regions.  While  the project  is still 

in its construction phase,  preliminary  statistics  describ- 

ing the  participating collections  are unique  and  inform- 

ative (Table 2). 

The  GCM  implements  the  WDCM   Minimum  Data 

Sets  (MDS)  and  Recommended Data  Sets  (RDS) based 

on  widely  applied  standards  such  as  the  OECD  Best 

Practice  Guidelines  for Biological Resource  Centres  [2], 

the  Microbial  Information Network  Europe  (MINE) [3], 

as well as the  Common Access to  Biological Resources 

and Information (CABRI) [4]. A detailed description, 

together  with  examples  of 15  WDCM  MDS  items  can 

be found  at http://gcm.wfcc.info/datastandards/index.jsp 

(last  accessed  12/3/2013).To build  the  GCM,  each  par- 

ticipating  collection  transferred their  catalogue  informa- 

tion  by one  of several  pathways.  Some  collections  sent 

Excel or  XML files while  others  provided  direct  access 

to their database  files. WDCM  integrated the data into a 

global  dataset,  processed   the  data  to  identify  relation- 

ships  among   collections   (for  example   strains   held  in 

multiple   collections),   and   published   the   strain   infor- 

mation on the GCM web page (http://gcm.wfcc.info). 

Because  not  all collections  use  the  same  data  schema, 

some  of  the  data  items  provided  by culture   collection 

staff were  manually  reclassified  by GCM  staff to  allow 

for an easier integration of catalogue  information. 

Publications  concerning strains are collected from 

PubMed  using both  strain  number and species name  for 

keyword   queries.   Nucleotide   sequences   are   extracted 

from  GenBank  [5], protein  sequence  data  are  collected 

from UniProt  [6], and information about protein  3D struc- 

ture are extracted  from the PDB database [7]. Genome  se- 

quencing  information is collected  from  NCBI  Microbial 

Genomes  Resources (NCBI). 

 
Organization of data 

The  GCM  database   contains   the  following  fields  for 

each strain  entry: strain  number,  other  collection  num- 

bers, name, organism  type, history of deposition,  date of 

http://www.wfcc.info/ccinfo/
http://gcm.wfcc.info/datastandards/index.jsp
http://gcm.wfcc.info/
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Table 1 Participant list of GCM collections 
 

Acronym Full name Country 
BCC BIOTEC Culture Collection Thailand 

BCCM/DCG BCCM Diatom Collection Gent Belgium 

BCCM/IHEM Belgian Coordinated Collections of Microorganisms / IHEM Fungi colleciton Belgium 

BCCM/LMBP Belgian Coordinated Collections of Microorganisms / LMBP Plasmid  Collection Belgium 

BCCM/LMG Belgian Coordinated Collections of Microorganisms/ LMG Bacteria  Collection Belgium 

BCCM/MUCL Mycotheque de l’Universite catholique de Louvain Belgium 

BCCM/ULC BCCM/ULC Culture Collection of (sub)polar cyanobacteria Belgium 

BCRC Bioresource Collection and Research Center Chinese Taipei 

BIM Belarusian Collection of non-pathogenic  microorganisms Belarus 

CBS Centraalbureau voor Schimmelcultures, Filamentous fungi and Yeast Collection Netherlands 

CCAP Culture Collection of Algae and Protozoa U.K. 

CCARM Culture Collection of Antimirobial Resistant Microorganisms Korea 

CCCryo Culture Collection of Cryophilic Algae Germany 

CECT Coleccion Espanola de Cultivos Tipo Spain 

CGMCC China General Microbiological Culture Collectio Center China 

CIP The Collection of the Institut Pasteur France 

CIRM-CF Centre International de Ressources Microbiennes - Champignons Filamenteux France 

CIRM-CFBP Centre International de Ressources Microbiennes - Levures  (CLBP) France 

CIRM-Levures Centre International de Ressources Microbiennes - Levures France 

CM-CNRG Coleccion de Microorganismos del Centro Nacional de Recursos Geneticos Mexico 

CVCM Centro Venezolano de Colecciones de Microorganismos Venezuela 

CWU-MACC Herbarium of Kharkov University  (CWU) – Micro Algae Cultures Collection Ukraine 

DMic Medical importance fungi culture collection Argentina 

DSMZ Leibniz-Institut DSMZ-Deutsche Sammlung von Mikroorganismen und Zellkulturen GmbH Germany 

FACHB Freshwater Algae Culture Collection, Chinese Academy of Sciences China 

FGSC Fungal Genetics Stock Center USA 

Fiocruz-CLIOC Coleção de Leishmania do Instituto Oswaldo Cruz Brazil 

GDMCC Guangdong Culture Collection Centre of Microbiology China 

HPKTCC Helicobacter pylori Korean Type Culture Collection Korea 

IMI(CABI) CABI Genetic Resource Collection U.K. 

ITDI Industrial Technology Development Institute Microbial Culture Collection Philippines 

ITM Belgian Coordinated Collections of Microorganisms Mycobacterial Culture Collection Belgium 

JCM Japan Collection of Microorganisms Japan 

KCTC KCTC Korean Collection for Type Cultures Korea 

KEMB Korea national Environmental Microorganisms Bank Korea 

KMMCC Korea Marine Microalgae Culture Center Korea 

LEF Korea  Lichen  & Allied Bioresource Center Korea 

LIPIMC Lembaga Ilmu Pengetahuan Indonesia , Indonesian Institute for Sciences Indonesia 

MCC-MNH Microbial Culture Collection - Museum of Natural History, Museum of Natural History (MNH) Philippines 

NBRC NITE Biological Resource Center Japan 

PNCM Philippine National Collection of Microorganisms Philippines 

PVGB Plant Virus GenBank Korea 

TISTR TISTR Culture Collection, Bangkok  MIRCEN Thailand 

UCCAA Ukrainian Collection of Cholera Aetiological Agents O1 and non O1 serogroups Ukraine 
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Table 1 Participant list of GCM collections (Continued) 
 

UCDFST Phaff Yeast Culture Collection USA 
UL The UNILAB Clinical  Culture Collection, United Laboratories Philippines 

UMinho-MUM Micoteca da Universidade do Minho Portugal 

UOA/HCPF UOA/HCPF University of Athens/Hellenic Collection of Pathogenic Fungi Greece 

UPCC Natural Sciences Research Institute Culture Collection Philippines 

UPMC MICROBIAL CULTURE COLLECTION UNIT MALAYSIA 

VKM All-Russian Collection  of Microorganisms Russia 

VTCC Vietnam Type Culture Collection Vietnam 

 
isolation, isolation sources, geographic origin, status, 

optimal  temperature for growth, minimum temperature 

for growth, maximum  temperature for growth, medium, 

application,  and  published   citations  to  the  use  of  the 

strain.  In  addition   to  these  WFCC  MDS  entries,  the 

GCM contains extensive citation, patent, and gene or 

genome  information related  to  each  strain.  All of this 

information  is  available  from   the   strain   information 

page for each strain. A schema  of the data flow of GCM is 

shown in Figure 1. 

Strains  belonging  to  the  same  species  as well as sub- 

species  are  automatically   associated  to  form  a  species 

page (Figure 2). A taxonomic  tree  of species 2000 [8] is 

generated  to serve as a reference  for taxonomic  identifi- 

cation.  Type  strains,  indicated   by  their  collections  are 

listed on species page. Data on individual  strains  are or- 

ganized by culture  collections location, type of strain, 

isolation  sources,  and  genus  and  species  as  well. As  a 

result,  all data  can be retrieved  through the  browse  op- 

tion   provided   in  the   web  server   according   to   these 

properties. 

Metagenome and Microbes  Environmental Ontology 

(Hiroshi  Mori  [9]) which is an ontology  about  microbial 

environment was used for text mining  of values of isola- 

tion sources. The text contained in this data item was 

automatically   compared  with  the  terms   of  MEO  and 

then   sorted   into  13  different   categories   such  as  soil, 

microbial-mat/Biofilm, or host-associated, among  others 

(Table 3). For the values that  could not be automatically 

assigned  to  a  specific  category,  manual  curation   is re- 

quired. Data concerning environmental habitats of the 

isolates can provide  important information about  the di- 

versity of organism types that are related with certain 

isolation source types. 

About  48% of the  strains  have geographic  information 

and  these   strains   are  from  164  different   countries   or 

 

Table 2 Summary of GCM strain data 
 

Organism  type Species number Strain number Type strain Sequences Publications Patents 
Antibody 7 33 0 0 0 0 
Phage 181 239 0 0 1 0 

Virus 33 296 0 0 0 0 

Cyanobacteria 134 287 0 178 0 0 

Protozoa 236 754 0 0 0 0 

Actinomycetes 842 1490 0 271 192 9 

Archaea 1410 3273 1165 2176 1573 48 

Microalgae 1820 5495 4 2 1 1 

Plasmid 2030 2030 0 0 5 9 

Yeast 3668 34907 4796 54773 2089 98 

Bacteria 13714 101395 14233 29304 10975 268 

Fungi 18537 121548 29916 94348 1960 65 

Diatom 19 242 0 0 0 0 

Mycobacteria 50 214 0 0 0 0 

Other/Rotifera 755 1730 0 0 0 0 

Total 43436 273933 50114 181052 16796 498 
Information was as submitted by individual collections. Sequence,  publication, and patent  data were extracted  from Genbank, Pubmed, Patent  database using the 

strain numbers. 
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Figure  1 Scheme of the workflow of GCM. Catalogue information from each of collection, shown on the left, is used to construct the 

framework of the global catalogue database. Species name and strain numbers are collected from the catalogue information, and are further 

used to identify and extract information from public database such as Genbank, NCBI Genome, SwissProt,  PDB, Pubmed and the patent database. The 

data warehouse is built in a SQL database, and can be accessed via a web interface through different search options. Search results may be displayed 

in different formats allowing users to refine the results by using filters. The final results are displayed either as a strain page or they can be gathered 

into a species page depending  on the query. BLAST and ClustalW are provided for further analysis of the results. 
 

 

regions. Data on the geographic origin of isolates (Table 4) 

is complementary to the habitat and can provide useful in- 

formation  on relative biodiversity and sampling efforts for 

different  countries  and regions. These  data will ultimately 

be integrated into the Global Biodiversity Information 

Facility  (GBIF)  database   through   planned   activities   of 

GCM (Éamonn [10]). 

 
Data quality  control 

Because   original   catalogue   data   are   sometimes    non- 

validated,  quality  control  measures  are  necessary  before 

data can be published  in GCM online. The most frequent 

quality problem  is the misspelling of species name or non- 

standard naming of species. For example, “Absidiapsychro- 

philia” was wrongly spelled as “Absidiapsychrophila” in 

certain  collections. In such cases, GCM uses standard mi- 

crobial nomenclature databases to perform  a quality check 

of its taxonomic  data. Databases  include  the  List of Pro- 

karyotic  names  with  Standing  in  Nomenclature (LPSN) 

[11], “Species 2000”, and NCBI taxonomy  [12] for bacteria 

and archaea, MycoBank [13] for fungi and yeast. 

A   programming  script   was   written    (in   the   Java™ 

language)  to  automatically   compare   species  names  be- 

tween  the  GCM  catalogue  and  the  nomenclature data- 

bases  cited  above.  The  comparison  showed  that  from 

the  36,340 different  archaea,  bacteria,  fungi and micro- 

algae contained in  GCM,  2188  could  not  be  found  in 

any of the  nomenclature databases  above. The  average 

mismatching is 6% (Table  5). When  conflicts  are  identi- 

fied, GCM sends the results of these comparisons to cura- 

tors at the relevant  collections  to allow them  to edit their 

catalogue  information  online.  When   mismatches  occur, 

the  system  provides  the  probably  correct   species  name 

based on character string  similarity. Following such com- 

parison, the majority of spelling mistake is corrected. 

The second  type of problems  with the quality of infor- 

mation  is related to data content.  For example, some 

“Escherichia   coli”  strains   were   wrongly   assigned   as 

“Fungi” in the  host  collection  databases.  The  GCM  sys- 

tem  collects and  compares  the  lists of differences  in the 

description of cultures  in one collection  with cultures  of 

the same strains  in other  collections. 

History  information was used  to do the  quality  check 

for species  name  as well. Totally  12147  strains  contain 

detailed  history  information in GCM.  The  system  listed 

all of species name  and compared with their history spe- 

cies name  in other  collections.  The  result  indicated  that 

among  12147 strains,  1746 strains  had  different  species 

name  with  their  history  strains.  Further  analysis on  the 

result  showed  that,  among  the  mismatch,  267 belonged 

to misspelling  problems  such as “Candida viswannathii” 

was wrongly spelled to “Candida viswanathii”.  However, 

the left were mistakes or name  changes occur  during  the 

strain transfer  between  collections. 

Divergent  results  are forwarded  to the  curators  of the 

respective  collections  for  corrections.   Performing   such 
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Figure  2 Example of Species page  of Lactobacillus delbrueckii 

subsp.  bulgaricus. 

 

 
controls  for all fields of the database  greatly assist collec- 

tions in correcting  existing mistakes. 

 
Utility 

Interface and  web  tools 

The database  homepage  contains  a world map which in- 

dicates   the   countries    and   regions   that   have   already 

joined  the  GCM  project.  Statistics  and  graphics  indicate 

the continuing acquisition  of data into the GCM. A sim- 

plified search  interface  allows the  querying  of the  data- 

base  by using  the  strain  number and  species  name.  In 

addition,  a variety of tools have been implemented to en- 

hance  its use. The  main  web tools  that  were integrated 

into the GCM are the following: 

 
Advanced search 

Three  query options  are available in the advanced  search 

section.   Users   may  search   strains   within   a  range   of 

values for one or several properties,  including  cultivation 

temperature, substrate,  or  application,  before  retrieving 

the retrieve corresponding results. 

Since GCM  maintains  nucleotide  sequences  data  associ- 

ated with individual strains, a sequence alignment  tool based 

on the Basic Local Alignment  Search Tool (BLASTN) [14] 

is included. Results are ordered  by similarity. 

Bibliographic and patents  queries  are also possible and 

allow users  to  search  by keywords  in titles,  abstracts  of 

articles  or  patents.   Search  results   are  listed  as  strain 

numbers,   strain  names,  publication   abstracts  and  titles 

and can be exported  in text file format. 

With  the  advanced  search  tools,  the  system  can  per- 

form the following searches 
 

➢  Searching for type strains for some taxa in certain 

culture collections 

➢  Searching for strains with specific characteristics in 

 the list of Culture Collection (CC) or Biological 

Resource Center (BRC), such as range of growth 

temperature, transfer history, collected location and 

others 

➢  Searching for strains with specific properties 

➢  Searching strains isolated from various substrates, 

 including sludge or wastewater, soils, sediment, 

fermentation products. Results are listed in table 

format, with the type of organism type used as 

column name; 

➢  Searching strains with particular protein coding 

 genes 

 
Results are listed by strain  number,  species name,  cul- 

ture  collections,  and  isolation  sources.  A few filter win- 

dows  are  provided  in  the  result  page  to  allow users  to 

refine the results by collections, growth temperature, 

isolation sources  or organism  type. 
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Table 3 Isolation sources of Strains  sorted by type  of organism 
 

Isolation source  type Fungi Bacteria Yeasts Actinomycetes Archaea Phage Microalgae Total 
Sludge/Wasterwater 1 1091 6 - 9 - 2 1109 

Soil 1708 3468 484 264 95 1 1 6021 

Sediment 4 46 17 - 14 - - 81 

Fermentation products 123 358 327 - 1 - - 809 

Plant-associated 405 314 644 - 1 - 2 1366 

Host-associated 139 480 180 - 3 - - 802 

Human-associated 18 11167 55 - 15 - 2 11257 

Water 4 398 50 - 48 - - 500 

Microbial-mat/Biofilm - - - - 1 - - 1 

Air 6 20 29 - 1 - - 56 

Genetic engineering strain 22698 - - - - - - - 

Food 193 83 69 - 2 - - 347 

Others 135 728 76 - 25 - 1 965 

Total 2736 18153 1937 264 215 1 8 23314 
 

 

Species  tree  viewer 

A species 2000  taxonomy  tree is used for the organization 

of strain  information. Species names  are used to map be- 

tween GCM data and species2000 name (http://www. 

sp2000.org/),  and  then  a  taxonomic   tree  containing   the 

number of strains for each genus is constructed. User can 

then  browse  the taxonomy  tree  itself, or search  a species 

name within it. 

 
Map viewer 

While  geographic  origins  of strains  are usually provided 

as rural  location,  national  park  or  cities, GCM  can  au- 

tomatically   translate   such  locations   into  more   precise 
 

 
Table 4 Top 20 countries from which strains were collected 

Order  Country  Counts   Order  Country  Counts 

1 Japan  8248 11 China 3429 

2 France 8070 12 India 2907 

3 United States 7701 13 Russian Federation 2872 

4 Netherlands 6709 14 South Africa 2419 

5 Korea 6270 15 Italy 2009 

6 Germany 6051 16 Canada 1848 

7 Thailand 5894 17 VietNam 1818 

8 United Kingdom 5717 18 Sweden  1786 

9 Belgium 5177 19 Australia 1695 

10 Spain 3869 20 Switzerland 1466 

Total 85955 

 

114,578 of 273,933 strains contain information regarding  their geographic 

origins. The strains were collected from 164 countries and regions, of which, 

85,955 strains were collected from only 20 countries. This takes up 

approximately 74% of total strains, which indicates a relatively high sampling 

effort in these  countries. 

information of longitude  and  latitude.  Strains  are  then 

displayed on a map using the Google maps API. In some 

cases, the  location  information is a more  specific place 

such  as a university  or an institute,  which  could  not  be 

translated directly  into  longitude  and  latitude  values. In 

such  cases,  manual  annotation by the  administrator of 

GCM  will then  use  the  value  of the  located  city as an 

approximation. An  example  strain  information  page  is 

displayed in Figure 3. 

 
Data analysis 

A variety  analysis  tools  are  also  employed  on  both  the 

strain information and species page. The BLAST program 

(Altschul   SF  [13])  was  used   for   sequence   homology 

searches  within the database. For sequences  related  to the 

same strain  or species, the ClustalW  [15] program  is pro- 

vided to perform  multiple sequence  alignment  analysis. 

 
Data update and  management 

To  provide  the  greatest  benefit  to partner collections,  a 

database management function was provided to GCM 

participating  collections   (Figure  4).  After   registration 

with the GCM project  and filling out a metadata  form, a 

user  account   will  be  given  to  the  collection.  Curators 

can then  either  export  catalogue  information in batch  or 

add strain information individually. The system automatic- 

ally records  every operation,  including  updates,  additions 

or  deletions  and  after  approval  by the  administrators in 

charge, the updated  records are published online. 

 
Discussion and conclusion 

A large amount  of microbial  resources  are preserved  as 

living strains in collections, however, information de- 

scribing  these  strains  is often  unavailable.  Each  culture 

http://www.sp2000.org/
http://www.sp2000.org/
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Table 5 Result summary of species name check 
 

Organism  type Species names Un-matched species  name Percentage of un-match 
Archaea 1399 32 2.30% 
Microalgae 1457 360 24.70% 

Fungi 20719 698 3.40% 

Bacteria 12855 1098 8.50% 

Total 36430 2188 6.00% 
This table provides comparative  results of the species names  within GCM with public microbial nomenclature database. Species2000, NCBI taxonomy, LPSN 

and Mycobank were used as reference  databases.  The average percentage of unmatched names is 6%, while the archaea and fungi showed  lower than average 

percentage of unmatched names. The percentage of unmatched names  is relatively high for microalgae, possibly due to the irregular naming for microalgae. 
 

 
 
 

 

Figure  3 Example of strain information of Lactobacillus delbrueckii subsp.  bulgaricus. 
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Figure  4 Database management system  for collections.  Users can import data by generating an EXCEL file to meet the WDCM RDS. After the 

data are imported into the system, users can either update or edit the catalogue information online. A species name check result is provided in the 

database management  system to provide an overview of data quality and allow for further modifications. 
 

 

collection  is independently responsible  for the  mainten- 

ance  of  data  associated   with  their   microbes,   there   is 

presently   no  enforced   data   harmonization  and   infor- 

mation  sharing mechanism is available. Such situation 

hinders   both   the  efficient  management  of  collections 

and the ability to explore statistics  about  world microbial 

resources.  Therefore,  there  is great demand  for develop- 

ing  a  mechanism  for  digital,  online   resource   sharing, 

which  provides  a fundamental tool  for best  practices  in 

information management. 

The major target group for such system are culture 

collections  staff, as well as academic  and  industrial  mi- 

crobiologists.  We  believe  that  GCM  will  assist  collec- 

tions, which lack the required  human resources and 

information technology,  to  publish  their  stock  informa- 

tion  in  an  efficient  and  standardized  way that  is most 

useful  for  scientific  and  industrial   communities.  Data- 

base queries  via a user-friendly  and  web-based  interface 

should  greatly promote the sharing  and use of microbial 

resources. 

While  this  project   is  still  in  its  early  stage,  we  are 

confident  that  it will continue to  grow with  the  further 

addition  of  data,  analytical  tools  and  other  functional- 

ities.  In   the   future,   additional   database   management 

tools  will be provided  to allow more  culture  collections 

to share their  data via GCM. These tools will lead to the 

increased  availability of accessible data pertaining to mi- 

crobial   strains   held   in   public   collections   and   their 

utilization  for bioindustry,  medicine,  and  research.  As it 

grows, GCM will incorporate information related  to en- 

zymatic  and  metabolic  pathways  using  developing  gen- 

omics and bioinformatics tools. Ultimately, GCM is a 

comprehensive  data   platform   on   microbial   resources 

that is available to the public. 

 
Availability and requirements 

The  GCM  database  runs  on  a platform  with  both  Java 

and   MySQL   server.   Catalogue   information  gathered 

from associated  collections  is centralized  within WDCM 

servers, which is hosted  at the Institute of Microbiology, 

of the Chinese  Academy of Sciences. 

The  Blast program  is used for the sequence  homology 

search  in  the  database  (BLASTN  2.2.25).  Multiple  se- 

quence alignments  are performed using the ClustalW 

program  (version2.1). GCM is available at http://gcm. 

wfcc.info. 
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Annex 2 

 
Linking the Access and Benefit Sharing Clearing House and user sector 

databases: a test case to maximise legal certainty and information provision 

using the Global Catalogue of Microorganisms 

Introduction 
 

With the coming into force of the Nagoya Protocol, and the development of Access and Benefit Sharing 

legislation by Parties, there are two overarching needs: providers need to know what happens to genetic 

resources that are accessed, and users need to have legal certainty when those resources are utilized.  These 

needs need to be met transparently and in a manner providing confidence to both providers and users.  They also 

need to be met simply and cost-effectively, and in a manner minimising additional administrative burdens for all 

stakeholders.   

An obvious means of addressing the need is to seek to link data systems in which providing countries store the 

relevant information with those in which user communities store theirs, so that relevant information can be made 

available in a timely manner to all stakeholders.   

Under Article 14 of the Nagoya Protocol the Access and Benefit-Sharing Clearing House (ABSCH) has been 

established as a part of the Convention on Biological Diversity’s Clearing House Mechanism (CHM).  Its 

purpose is to provide information to Parties and others as set out in Articles 14 and 17.    Two elements of the 

ABSCH that are of particular relevance here are the Internationally-Recognised Certificate of Compliance 

(IRCC), developed as required under Article 17 paragraph 2, and the Checkpoint Communiqué (CPC), developed 

to facilitate Checkpoints making reports on utilization under Article 17 paragraph 1.  Following advice by an 

Expert Group (UNEP/CBD/ICNP/1/2), both of these documents have been built with the optional facility to 

embed links to external references, in particular taxonomic name(s) (e.g. as served by the Catalogue of Life) of 

the species covered by an IRCC, and to specimens when held elsewhere (e.g. as available through the Global 

Biodiversity Information Facility).  The Expert Group cautioned that there were possible risks of the external 

information changing as part of usual scientific practice, and suggested the potential of such links be 

investigated.  To date such an investigation has not been undertaken. 

The development of the WFCC Global Catalogue of Microorganisms (GCM) provides an opportunity to test the 

utility of the linkages available from the IRCC and CPC to an external data system.  A major criterion of the link 

between data fields in this and the ABSCH proposed below is that it avoids possible loss of information 

following scientific activity (e.g. change in taxonomic name or identification, but instead allows a persistent 

association with information about genetic resources once accessed and entered into the Catalogue.   

The GCM is a robust, reliable and user-friendly system being developed to help Culture Collections manage, 

disseminate and share information related to their holdings. It also provides a uniform interface for the scientific 

and industrial communities to access comprehensive microbial resource information.  It holds records for 

microbiological strains held by Culture Collections, assigning each a Strain Number.  Use of this strain number 

with the associated Analyzer of Bio-resource Citations (ABC) allows users to check citations of the strain among 

patents, scientific papers, sequences and microbial resources. 

It should be noted that the ABSCH, while functional, is still under development, and the mechanisms of the 

IRCC and Checkpoint Communique are still to be tested in practice; feedback from Parties and others on their 

utility and advice for further development can be expected.  Similarly, the GCM and the ABC are in a relatively 

early stage in development.  Thus all data systems being considered are in a state where workflows can be 

developed and improvements sought. 

The proposal below is designed to investigate the practicality and benefits of linking the IRCC (and CPC) to 

external records covering Genetic Resources.  It is written specifically in the context of the GCM and its 
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anticipated operation, but it may serve as a model for application to other systems.  The proposal is  not intended 

to be prescriptive, or dictate how a Party might chose to use a system.  It is intended to provide an option to 

support Parties and users to their mutual benefit. 

 
Requirements of a reciprocal links between the ABSCH and the GCM 
 

Desirable overarching properties of the system are: 

 Associated records must be persistent and not subject to change;  

 low cost; 

 rapid; 

 requires minimal human intervention and activity; 

 reduces risk of error through transcription; 

 provides high legal surety for users of a strain; 

 provides comprehensive information for the CNA on what has happened to material that has left the 

country, based on simple queries; 

 provides comprehensive information for a Checkpoint in a user country, based on simple queries; 

 builds on existing properties of the ABSCH and GCM and minimises novel developments of properties 

and changes in workflow; 

 provides a model for other systems. 

More specifically, the emplacement of reciprocal links between the two systems should enable: 

 Competent National Authorities to be able to search the GCM using one or more a references (links) on 

the IRCC that will facilitate their (i) understanding of what GR have been accessed under a given permit 

or its equivalent, in a way which accommodates any subsequent changes in scientific name or other 

identification assigned to those GRs; and (ii) tracking the place where accessed GRs are held ex situ, 

including any third party transfer.  

 Users of the GCM (or even databases linked to the GCM) to discover rapidly whether a given GR was 

accessed legally (i.e. is covered by an IRCC) and who to contact in the Providing Country in the case of 

proposed change of use or other issue requiring understanding of the original PIC and MAT.  

A desirable property of a system would be for it to provide to the CNA information about any utilization of the 

GR. 

Constraints 
 

There are two workflows to consider that have an impact on the proposal. 

1.  The generation of the Internationally Recognised certificate of Compliance. 

The collector of the GR seeking access is granted Prior Informed Consent by Competent National Authority and 

Mutually Agreed Terms are agreed with the provider according to the legal framework of the country of origin. 

These two elements comprise the permit or its equivalent.  Following this and access (collecting) the collector 

may leave the providing country with the GR, and the CNA may publish the permit or its equivalent on the 

ABSCH, whereupon it constitutes the Internationally Recognised Certificate of Compliance.  The ABSCH sends 

an e-mail to the User and the CNA confirming the IRCC has been issued; this serves to inform the user of the 

unique identifier (GUID) of the IRCC.   

2. The generation of a record of a strain in the CCM. 

The strain is the most appropriate level to track in the GCM; a species may comprise multiple strains with 

different genetic constitution and different properties, while a specimen has little meaning in a microbiological 

collection, where a sample may comprise many thousands of specimens.  Strains may of course be separated into 

different samples, and these samples transferred to different collections.  Consequently the GCM initially creates 

a record when a strain is accessed into a Culture Collection; this can be linked to further records of the same 

strain as it is shared with another Culture Collection.  The process then is for a Culture Collection to notify the 
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GCM when a strain is accessed, and provide with that information additional data regarding that strain.  The 

GCM then creates a record and issues a GUID which can be used to refer to that strain in further activities such 

as citing in publications or patents. 

There are several constraints arising from these workflows that need to be taken into account. 

The IRCC is likely to be generated before the genetic resources (microbiological strains) have (i) been isolated 

from the samples collected in situ, (ii) been identified and accessed into a culture collection and (iii) a record of 

that strain created in the GCM.  As a result of this, the record of the strain in the GCM cannot be provided to the 

CNA of the provider country for inclusion in the IRCC on first publication of the IRCC.  

The IRCC cannot be changed once published on the ABSCH.  However, an amended version can be created by 

the CNA, linked to the first version. 

Multiple Strains may be isolated from a single sample or set of samples covered by a single IRCC, and these 

may be identified and placed in culture collections separately, leading to many different GUIDs being issued by 

the GCM over time.  Currently the IRCC and CPC have only a single field for external links. Developing 

additional fields in the IRCC would presumably not be a technical challenge.  However, if the model required 

the CNA to repeatedly update the IRCC on receipt over time of many different strain records (as is very likely) 

this could pose a problem. 

On a technical level, while records in the ABSCH and in the GCM are assigned Globally-Unique Identifiers 

(GUIDS) there is not as yet a reliable system of resolving these GUIDS operating independently of either 

system.  Consequently a means of linking records by use of APIs or persistent URLs needs to be developed.  

This is a technical issue not addressed in this paper (although it will be a part of any test project), and not 

expected to be unduly problematic. 

Any system will require transfer of information between the actors, be they individual, institutional or data 

management systems.  Explicit above are the IRCC number and the Strain reference: if the Culture Collection 

does not have the IRCC number, for example, it will be unable to inform the GCM that a given strain was 

collected under that IRCC.   However, these two data items are not the only ones that will be required.  In order 

that any system functions successfully, the subject biological resources (genetic resources) must be accompanied 

by a record containing a ‘minimum data set’.  Without prejudice to confidentiality (which may have to be 

managed)  this minimum data set should be sufficient to: (i) enable links between the IRCC and the GR covered 

by that IRCC to be maintained and developed as appropriate; (ii) provide the information required when a report 

is made on utilization which would cause the generation of a Checkpoint Communiqué; (ii) provide additional 

information that national legislation might require when a report is made on utilization (note that under the EU 

Regulation
1
, for example, considerably more detail may be required than is mandatory on the IRCC); (iii) 

provide sufficient information for the recipient to effectively manage the legal context of the GR (again, the 

requirements of the EU Regulation might be considered here).  As well as these elements the minimum data set 

will include information about the origin and biology of the GR that are of importance scientifically.  This 

minimum data set may be embodied in the requirements of a standard Material Transfer Agreements, as 

developed under TRUST
2
.  

 
 

                                                      
1 Regulation (EU) No 511/2014 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 April 2014 on compliance measures for users from the Nagoya 

Protocol on Access to Genetic Resources and the Fair and Equitable Sharing of Benefits Arising from their Utilization in the Union 

2 TRUST - Transparent Users-Friendly System Of Transfer, Based on MOSAICC - Micro-Organisms Sustainable use and Access regulation International 

Code of Conduct 
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Models for linking the IRCC and the GCM 
 

Five models to establish a link were considered and assessed against the requirements above: 

1. Creation of a recrd in the GCM for the IRCC number and the pre-issue of this record, prior to population, to 

the ABSCH for addition to the IRCC as appropriate; 

2. CNA notified of Strain GUIDs once issued; 

3. Pre-issue of GCM strain GUIDs to the user for provision to the CNA when MAT is sought; 

4. Using the GCM as the de facto search system instead of the ABSCH; 

5. Pre-issue of an “Access Record” by the GCM. 

These are not all reproduced here, but are available on request.  The solution which delivers the greatest number 

of benefits and most closely meets the requirements is the first of these, and has been selected for further 

development.  It delivers the simplest workflow of the five models considered and involves the least amount of 

human intervention (and consequently the least amount of time by the CNA, Checkpoint and users).      

 

Proposed Solution – Creation of ‘IRCC record’ in the GCM and pre-issue to ABSCH 

 
 

Fig.1.  Information flow for proposed solution 

Proposal 

1. The GCM creates a set of unpopulated records to hold the IRCC numbers / links once these are created in 

the ABSCH, each accessible externally, either by a GUID or another means (‘GCM IRCC records’). 

2. A set of GCM IRCC record identifiers is provided to the Secretariat for use in the ABSCH. 

3. Each time an IRCC is issued for a microbiological GR the CNA can select a GCM IRCC record for 

inclusion on the IRCC.  The provision mechanism needs to be developed; ideally it would be an 

autopopulation of a link box if the subject of the IRCC is selected as ‘Microorganism’, but it could be 

selected from a list elsewhere in the ABSCH, provided that once selected it is no longer available for use on 

another IRCC.    

a. In this model it is important that the ultimate GCM record of any strain isolated from samples taken 

includes the IRCC number and can correctly associate this with the relevant GCM IRCC record that 
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has been identified in the IRCC.  There appear to be two means of achieving this in an automated 

manner: 

i. The e-mail sent by the ABSCH to the user when the IRCC is published also includes the 

identifier of the GCM IRCC record; both the IRCC number and this identifier become part 

of the minimum data set supplied with the material and any strains isolated from it.    

ii. The GCM contains a means, when the IRCC number is provided, of automatically looking 

up the relevant field in that IRCC for the GCM IRCC record and populating that with the 

IRCC number.  Note: If the link to the GCM IRCC record is entered on the IRCC in the 

free-text field describing the GR this may cause additional work in creating the link with the 

GCM. 

4. Each GCM IRCC record is empty until populated by a submission from a Culture Collection.   When a strain 

record is supplied by a CC with the IRCC number this is attached to the appropriate GCM IRCC record, 

populating it with the IRCC number and a child record of the strain GUID and minimum data set.   

5. A subsequent submission of a strain with the same IRCC number (or GCM IRCC record identifier) will 

attach the new record to the existing GCM IRCC record.  This will be the case for every subsequent 

submission. 

6. A search of the CGM from the ABSCH using the link to the GCM IRCC record would retrieve information 

about all of the strains so far identified and recorded in the GCM that were originally collected under the 

same IRCC 

There could be development of tailored reports that would automatically be generated by a search of the GCM 

IRCC records.  Much of the content of the GCM is unnecessarily complex for the needs of CNAs or 

Checkpoints.  Consequently, a means of generating simplified reports containing only the information they 

might require should be developed.  Such reports might include: 

 Any patents issued 

 Any publications citing the strain(s) 

 Where the strains are housed. 

 

There could also be the possibility of such reports being generated automatically for provider countries or user 

countries for those records which related to them, either whenever a new report was received or at predetermined 

intervals.  This might constitute an ‘automated Checkpoint’. 

This model has the potential to be applied to other sectors, not just microbiology.  

Acronyms and Glossary 
 

ABC Analyzer of Bio-resource Citations - A platform which supports the researchers on checking the citations among 

papers, sequences and microbial resources, in order to evaluate the contribution of each cultural collection. 

According to the statistics acquisition by WFCC-MIRCEN World Data Center for Microorganisms, less than one 

hundred culture collections have been covered in ABC platform.  http://abc.wfcc.info/  

ABSCH  Access and Benefit-Sharing Clearing House 

CNA Competent National Authority – The body or individual in a country authorised to sign ABS agreements. 

GCM  Global Catalogue of Microorganisms  

GUID  Globally Unique Identifier  

IRCC Internationally-Recognised Certificate of Compliance  – A record generated when the Competent National 

Authority of a Providing Country publishes a permit or equivalent (e.g. PIC and MAT) on the ABS Clearing 

House.  This is given a unique identifier by the Clearing House (IRCC Number) and provides legal surety of the 

genetic resources covered.  It may also be used to simplify reporting. 

 

http://abc.wfcc.info/
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ANNEX 3 
 
 

TRUST 

TRANSPARENT USER-FRIENDLY SYSTEM OF TRANSFER  
 

Introduction 
 

TRUST stands for TRansparent User-friendly System of Transfer, for Science & Technology. It aims at 

managing the incidence of the CBD and Nagoya Protocol on the scientific, technical and administrative activities 

of culture collections and, more generally, incorporating the Nagoya Protocol into the daily life of 

microbiologists.  

 

TRUST proposes a cost-efficient, simple, fast and multiple users - multiple purposes global system. TRUST is 

based on outcomes and experience built up during the MOSAICC1  and MOSAICS2 projects. 

 

The administrative flow of TRUST combined with the data processing of the Global Catalogue for 

Microorganisms (annex 1) form the system implementing the Nagoya Protocol in the culture collections 

community. Linkage between the Global Catalogue of Microorganisms and the ABS Clearing House Mechanism 

is done via an automatic machine driven process described in annex 2. 

 

The present annex is the executive summary of the TRUST guidelines. The full version of the TRUST guidelines 

will be available at http://bccm.belspo.be/projects.  
 

                                                      
1 MOSAICC - Micro-Organisms Sustainable use and Access regulation International Code of Conduct.  

- MOSAICC is a voluntary Code of Conduct, a tool to support the implementation of the Convention on Biological 

Diversity at the microbial level, in accordance with other rules of international and national laws.  

- Access to microbial genetic resources (MGRs) is a prerequisite for the advancement of microbiology. Monitoring the 

transfer of MGRs is necessary to identify the individuals or groups that are entitled to be scientifically or financially 

rewarded for their contribution to the conservation and sustainable use of the MGRs.  MOSAICC combines the need 

for easy transfer of MGRs and the need to monitor the transfer of MGRs. 

- MOSAICC recommendations facilitate access to MGRs and help partners to make appropriate agreements when 

transferring MGRs, in the framework of the CBD and other international and national laws. It is a major pioneering 

initiative setting up guidelines for sound management of MGRs. Although predating the negotiated Bonn Guidelines 

MOSAICC contains all its elements. MOSAICC is now updated via the TRUST initiative as described in this 

document.  
 

2 MOSAICS -  Micro-Organisms Sustainable use and Access management Integrated Conveyance System 

- MOSAICS , combined with MOSAICC, is the forerunner of TRUST. It was funded by Directorate General Research 

of the European Commission under the Sixth Framework Program.  

- Already in 1999, the MOSAICC project had identified three necessary features for a system for management of access 

to and transfer of microbiological resources, to implement coherently the CBD provisions on ABS.  

- MOSAICS central objective is the development of such an integrated conveyance system that:  

 has reliable tools to evaluate the economic value of microbiological resources (EVA) 

 disposes of validated model documents with standard provisions to enable tracking via simple procedure, widely 

applied by microbiologists (ADAM) 

 combines valuation and tracking in one system for trading of microbiological resources, with balanced benefit 

sharing for those that are entitled to be rewarded for the services and products they provide to society (ICS) 
 

http://bccm.belspo.be/projects/mosaicc
http://bccm.belspo.be/projects/mosaics
http://bccm.belspo.be/projects
http://bccm.belspo.be/projects/mosaicc
http://bccm.belspo.be/projects/mosaics
http://bccm.belspo.be/projects/mosaics/description.php#eva
http://bccm.belspo.be/projects/mosaics/description.php#adam
http://bccm.belspo.be/projects/mosaics/description.php#ics
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Executive summary 

  
The best way to achieve ABS with effective socio-economic benefits is to build on existing procedures, to make 

the appropriate linkages between the various actors, and provide for the necessary incentives to the users so that 

ABS is effectively more beneficial to all and does not require coercive measures or penalties. 

 

TRUST is looking for adjusting existing tools to each other and for providing a cost-efficient, simple, fast and 

multiple users - multiple purposes global system.  

 

TRUST is a modular system having as backbone the Global Catalogue of Microorganisms and making use of the 

expertise gained by MOSAICC, MOSAICS, and other initiatives. The TRUST system comprises four elements:  

 

i. Updated MOSAICC features with administrative workflows adapted to the structure of the Nagoya 

Protocol and improved in light of past experience. The flow of information will be connected to the 

ABS Clearing House Mechanism
3
 via a simple machine-processed link from a defined IRCC

4
-CHM 

field to a defined IRCC-GCM field.  

 

ii. Refined Material Accession Agreement (MAA) and Material Transfer Agreement (MTA) models 

with standardized definitions detailed in a two-tier glossary system
5
 to optimize sectorial implementation 

of national laws implementing the Nagoya Protocol.  

When considering the concept of "registered collections" as defined by the EU regulation implementing 

the Nagoya Protocol, culture collections community has responded by developing an efficient 

information and material handling strategy to deal with administrative handling of transfers of material, 

especially the compulsory Prior Informed Consent. Thus the concept of registered collections as future 

trusted sources for ABS-compliant genetic resources is imbedded into the culture collections community 

at the outset.  Consequently it is of primary importance that: 

a. Every microbial genetic resource "entering" a collection is covered by a PIC obtained at the time of 

its isolation from in situ conditions or after corrective administrative action. 

b. Every microbial genetic resource having entered a collection with the appropriate initial PIC may be 

distributed, accompanied by the original PIC, without any additional PIC procedure set by the 

country of origin or the country of use.  
 
iii. An automated powerful integrated data management and processing system able to provide for any 

information related to microbial material: the groundbreaking Global Catalogue of Microorganisms 

(GCM). The CGM provides users with the ability to trace the possession, location, transmission and use 

of uniquely-identified microbial strains, including country of origin, existence of PIC and MAT, the 

creation of derived patents and all associated scientific publications. This system already includes more 

than 60 collections from more than 30 countries and information on nearly 290.000 strains from 41.000 

species. 

 

 

                                                      
3 http://absch.cbd.int 

4 Internationally Recognised Certificate of Compliance 
5 The terms used in the Nagoya Protocol and the CBD are conceptual definitions. These definitions, such as "derivative", are by essence umbrella terms 

covering all sectors of application. It is illusive to expect a satisfactory operative text with such broad ranging definitions because the conceptual 

definitions used in the text of the NP will be subject to different interpretation, depending on the sector of application.  
 Therefore these conceptual definitions must be declined into operational definitions. In other words, the general definitions used in the NP and 

eventually translated into national laws should be connected to subsets of operational definitions specific for each sector. TRUST suggests that 

stakeholders define subsets of operative terms apposite for each conceptual definition. National laws using the terms defined in the NP will make 
reference to these specific glossaries designed sector by sector. This will produce a two tier glossary system for disambiguation. It will minimize the 

degree of uncertainty and leave almost no margin for diverging interpretations. 

http://absch.cbd.int/
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iv. Cooperative structure wherein culture collections  

a. make use of the latest ICT technology to develop the necessary identification and tracking system, 

primarily for scientific purposes but also for any other bona fide ends. 

b. conduct and facilitate research in genomics and functional genomics, thus develop capacities of 

storage and processing of genomic, transcriptomic and metabolomic information. These compiled 

data improve definite characterization of microbial resources. 

c. conduct their efforts in networks, in conformity with NP provisions on Technology Transfer, 

collaboration and cooperation. 
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LOGICAL FLOW CHART - Operating the Nagoya Protocol in microbiology  

 

The Logical Flow Chart of TRUST is divided in 4 parts, based on the analysis of the Nagoya Protocol provisions 

in light of usual practices in microbiology.  

 

 

I. FRAMEWORK - Read the script  

 

First, one must define what should we strive for and how. Translate the general objective of the protocol into 

operational objectives for the sector; transcribe the terms of the CBD and NP in a relevant glossary for 

microbiology; identify the most profitable benefits for microbiology.  

 

 

 

II. WORK - Act in consequence 

 

Then, one must define what it takes to succeed. The parts to develop and assemble where grouped in two major 

blocks:  

a) Technical measures. Technical tools developed initially for scientific purposes can be exploited to 

manage access and use of microbial material; 

 

b) Legal measures. Administrative and juridical procedures set to manage contractual arrangements rooted 

in private laws also organise the rights and duties of stakeholders in ABS matters. 

 

 

 

III. NETWORK - Join forces and coordinate 

 

Furthermore, life sciences technology and bioinformatics increase at a speed exceeding the pace of legislation 

design and update. Cooperation in both technical and legal fields, cooperation between lawyers and life scientists 

is crucial because complementary. NP article 22, paragraphs 4 and 5, points the importance of capacity building 

in both technical field and legal field. Any kind of legal or scientific collaboration imbeds some continuous 

training, awareness-raising and technology transfer, in other words capacity building sensu largo. The objective 

is to foster the capacity building process. 

.   

 

 

IV. WORKOUTS - Imagine solutions and improvements 

 

Fourth, the system should include a cyclic improvement system, assessing the system efficiency, especially the 

cost/benefit ratio, and encourage innovation and creativity.      
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Objective   
What & How   

Codes, Guidelines, Best Practices, 
Standards 

  
TRUST (MOSAICC-MOSAICS) guidelines     Overarching 

initiative 
  

Model Contractual Clauses   
Material Accession Agreement - 
MAA 

  
Material Transfer Agreement - 
MTA 

  

Compliance with domestic  
legislation on 
ABS 

  

Relationship with international  
agreements and instruments    

LEGAL PROCESSING   TECHNICAL PROCESSING   

Monitoring use of GR    
Global Catalogue of microorganisms   

  
  
+ MAA + MTA 

    

Access to TK associated to GR    

Access to Genetic Resources    
-   Description of Material in MAA   
-   Attribution of GUID   

Contribution to conservation and  
sustainable use    
WFCC guidelines for the  

establishment and operation of CC   

Compliance with MAT   
Flaw in MTA because   
-   Jurisdiction   
-   Applicable law    

20   

04   

16   
17   

07   

06   

8   

15   

18 

20   

1   

CHECK LIST   

Compliance with domestic  
legislation on ABS for TK & GR   

02   

19   

Special considerations   
-   Research , 

E 
mergencies, Food    

Use of Terms   
Definitions of NP & CBD    

05   
Fair & equitable  B

S 
  

Refer to Annex Monetary and  

Non-monetary Benefits   

10   

09   National Focal Points and  
Competent National Authorities    

13   

ABS Clearing House & Information  
sharing    

14   

Capacity    
TRUST -  WFCC guidelines about ABS   

22 

09   
Technology Transfer, Collaboration  
& Cooperation   
Global Catalogue of microorganisms     

23   

TECHNICAL CAPACITY   LEGAL CAPACITY   

Global Multilateral Benefit - 
Sharing Mechanism    

11   Transboundary cooperation    

Articles 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35 and 36 are above the level of decision of culture collections  .

  
  

Scope   

Timeframe for implementation  
  

3   

TK associated to GR    12 

4   

Awareness - Raising    
Targeting microbiologists   

21 

09   
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Figure 1. Logical flow: Reading the Nagoya 
Protocol 
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No 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

(D) 
Transfer falls under the 
definition of “legitimate 

exchange”* 

(C) 
MGRs covered by 

MTA 

(B) 
Origin recorded, 

MGRs covered by 
PIC 

In situ 

Ex situ   

(A) 
Sample 

 Prior Informed Consent (PIC) - procedure 
 Purpose: identification of origin 
 
- Standard PIC-procedure: apply to competent authority for 

authorisation of sampling. 
- GUID attributed to IRCC concerning the sample 
- Fast-track procedure (For emergency cases NP Art 8b) 
 
     

 Origin, PIC reference, IRCC and Global Unique Identifier (GUID) 

No 

 Settlement upon MATERIAL TRANSFER AGREEMENT (MTA) 
 Purpose: to manage transfers and  
                 to facilitate co-operation  
                       

- MTA design (see MTA contents check list) or 
- Use of Model MTA. 
- Use of Standard MTA 
 
MTA is a generic term (from short shipment document up to detailed contract 
meeting specific requirements of provider and recipient). 

  

 

- Present depository cannot transfer MRGs to applicant  
 
- Applicant must ask for MGRs to original provider 
 

 

 
Yes 

   For every subsequent transfer check step E + contents of MTA  

 

 

*LEGITIMATE EXCHANGE is defined as follows: The transfer of MGRs within the RESEARCH GROUP. LEGITIMATE EXCHANGE also 
includes the transfer of MGRs between named culture collections/biological resources centres for accession purposes, provided that 
further distribution by the receiving culture collections/biological resources centre is under MTA provisions compatible and equivalent as 
those in place at the supplying collection. 
RESEARCH GROUP is defined as follows: Entitled scientists working in a same laboratory, or contractually bound to work on the same 
research topic.  
 

Figure 2. : Procedure of transfer of Microbial Genetic Resources (MGRs) 

Registration procedure  
 + PIC registration 
 + Global Unique Identifier attributed to the MGR 
 + MAA Material Accession Agreement  
 
Regularising procedure  
 for MGRs without PIC and fast-track procedure 
 => info to International & National CHM nodes  
   

Accession (=MGR) recorded in catalogue of collection 

 (single MGR or consortia 
of microbes) 

Global Catalogue of 
Microorganisms 

ABS - CHM 
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Annex 4  

 

NIEMA 

Network of International Exchange of Microbes under ACM 
 

 

ACM 
 
The Asian Consortium for the Conservation and Sustainable Use of 

Microbial Resources (ACM) was established in 2004. Currently 23 

organizations in 13 countries (Cambodia, China, India, Indonesia, Japan, 

Korea, Lao, Malaysia, Mongolia, Myanmar, Philippines, Thailand and 

Vietnam) are the members of the ACM. The objective of the ACM is to 

promote collaboration among governments or public organizations in Asian 

countries for the purpose of enhancing conservation and sustainable use 

of microbial resources in Asia. An ACM task force is developing a new 

scheme, which is “Network of International Exchange of Microbes in Asia: NIEMA”, 

proposing a legitimate and streamlined way of transferring and utilizing 

microbial resources in line with the Nagoya Protocol. 

 

 

 

NIEMA System 
 

Having recognized the importance of Microbial Resource Centres (MRCs) in the development of 

microbiology, a voluntary scheme named “Network of International Exchange of Microbes under ACM 

(NIEMA)”in which microbes are transferred transnationally and utilized in a streamlined way in line with 

the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) and the Nagoya Protocol on Access to Genetic Resources 

and the Fair and Equitable Sharing of Benefits Arising from Their Utilization to the Convention on 

Biological Diversity (NP) has been developed by a Task Force of Management of Material Transfer 

(MMT-TF) in Asian Consortium for the Conservation and sustainable Use of Microbial Resources (ACM).  

 

The basis of the NIEMA is the registration of MRCs that declare their adoption of a common policy 

(NIEMA Code of Conduct) which is in compliance with the provisions of the CBD and the NP. The 

registration is limited to MRCs only. The NIEMA covers; 

1. Registration of microbial strains into the NIEMA system 

2. Exchange of the microbial strains between NIEMA MRCs 

3. Distribution of the NIEMA strains from NIEMA MRCs to third parties 

 

NIEMA strains which are exchanged among NIEMA MRCs and distributed to third parties are utilized only 

for non-commercial research purposes. A NIEMA Clearing-House stores and makes available any data of 

transfer information of NIEMA microbial strains between NIEMA MRCs. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www1a.biotec.or.th/AMBC2014/index.php/conference-/39-a-new-scheme-niema-in-the-acm-for-transferring-microbes-under-the-nagoya-protocol
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NIEMA Scheme 
 

 

NIEMA covers: 

1. Registration of microbial strains into the NIEMA system 

2. Exchange of the microbial strains between NIEMA MRCs 

3. Distribution of the NIEMA strains from NIEMA MRCs to third parties 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

NIEMA strains which are exchanged among NIEMA MRCs and distributed to third parties are utilized only 

for non-commercial research purposes. A NIEMA Clearing-House stores and makes available any data of 

transfer information of NIEMA microbial strains between NIEMA MRCs. 
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